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Abstract
In this paper part routing problem is modeled as multi-criteria decision making in which the
attributes of alternative machines, i.e., workload on machine buffer, processing time, and the
probability that the part being routed to the machine can be processedbefore the machine fails are
contemplated. To solve multi-criteria decision making problem, the systematic method, Fuzzy
Analytical Hierarchy Process(FuzzyAHP) is applied. The structureof FuzyAHP-basedpart routing
rules is composedof four core components,i.e., Flexible Manufacturing System,Database,Selection
Index Evaluation, and Alternative Machine Selection. All components work coordinately in
calculating selection index. This paper demonstratesthe construction and the function of those
components. Finally, the proposed FuzzyAHP-based part routing rules, e.g., FuzzyAHP-WINQ,
FuzzyAHP-NF, and FuzzyAHP are comparedwith the other existing rules, i.e., WINQ, NINQ, SPT,
and RAN. The results from the simulation show that for tardinessand systemutilization, FuzzyAHPWINQ performs significantly betterthan FuzyAHP-basedrules and the other part routing rules.

transportation systems, and routing control
strategy. It is obvious that a proper routing
strategy plays an important role in utilizing
inappropriate
since
flexibility
routing
application of the conventional fixed routing to
FMS can impedeFMS from its full potentiality.
Severalmethodscan be applied to solve part
routing problems. It is clear that part routing
problems are in a class of NP-Complete
problems. As a result, for practitioners and
operators, solving such problems through
analytical approaches,i.e., Queuing Network,
Linear Programming, and Optimization, seems
difficult in practicebecauseof the complexity in
terms of mathematical modeling and solution
searching,especiallyfor such a complex system
like FMS. On the other hand. heuristic methods,
i.e., Least Reduction Entropy (LRE) [1],
Minimum Flow Resistance (MFR) f2f, and
Number of Jobs in the Next Queue (NINQ) [3],
can solve part routing problems with acceptably
good solutions. However, their decision indices
take into account only one property or attribute
of the available alternatives. For instance.
NINQ considersonly the number of jobs in the
queuesof the altematives while not taking into

1. Introduction
Under the current economic pressureand the
hardships encountered by manufacturing
companies, managers are increasingly looking
for approachesthat can be employed to enhance
and strengthen the production processesand
management. In this respect,an important step
lies in devising efficient production planning
and control methods matching the company's
goals. In addition, the adoption of novel
manufacturing technologies, €.9., Flexible
Manufacturing Systems (FMS), is also equally
important.
FMS has emergedin recent years as a viable
answer to the dynamic and uncertain product
demand for increasedproduct variety and short
product life cycles. Routing flexibility is among
the major types of flexibilities that enablesFMS
to demonstrateits promised potential benefits.
A system with routing flexibility can provide
altemative production routes for jobs while
confronting changesin production environment
or process requirements, e.8., machine
breakdown,excessiveworkload, etc.
The key ingredients of routing flexibility
tool
machine tools,
include flexible
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consideration some other crucial information.
e.g., machine workload or status. Another
drawback of these heuristics is that their
performancesdecline in the situation where the
difference among the altematives is small. For
example, NINQ shows dimjnutives differences
among the alternatives when applied to the
system with high workload and limitted local
buffers. Formulating a part routing rule from
several attributes of the altematives can
compensatefor such difficulties. Furthermore,a
good part routing strategy is supposed to
performances
enhance several
system
simultaneously(both inventory related and duedate related performances).These performances
are usually a effectedby severalathibutes.Thus,
the more performancesneedto be improved, the
more attributes should be taken into account in
the decisionindex.
As mentionedpreviously, good results could
be obtained by modelling part routing problem
as a multi-criteria decision-making problem
where the attributesofthe alternativesare set as
the criteria. One well-known approachto solve
this problem is Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AFIP). In this paper, Fuzzy Logic is also
employed to strengthen the capability of
conventionalAHP, The resulting processis thus
namedFuzzyAHP. This processallows human's
knowledge and experiences to be exercised
while making routing. decisions about which
athibute of the system is deemed more
important.
The architecture and the key
components of FuzzyAHP-based part routing
rules developed in this research will be
elaboratedin detail in the following sections.

2. Structureof FuzryAHP
The process of AHP can be explained as
follows. The athibutes of each alternative are
contemplatedas the criteria. These criteria are
scored by human's experienceand knowledge.
A higher scorewill be given to the atfribute that
is more preferable.The normalized scoresof all
athibutes are aggregated according to their
weights. These aggregated scores, called
selection index, will be used to compare the
preferenceamong all alternatives. As a result,
several alternativeswill be ranked and the best
will be selected.
In this study, three main attributes of the
system are employed to derive the selection
index for eachalternativeincluding:
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l. Part processingtime (P): If several
machines can be used to process the same
operation, the machine with faster operation
time should be a betteralternative.
2. Workload on the buffer of the
alternative machine (W): W refers to the total
processingtime of all parts residing in the input
buffer of the machine. The alternative with
lower W is more preferable since the part has a
higher probability of spending less time in the
queueand thus the system.
3. The probability that the part being
routed to the alternative machine can be
processedbefore the machine fails (Pr): Denote
f;(MTBF,Q as the probability function that
alternativemachine i will fail at time t after the
last failure, where MTBF is mean time between
failure. Tno, and T1 representthe moment tlat
the decision is taken and the last time that
machine i failed respectively. If the part is
chosento be processedon machine i, an amount
of time that the part will be processedafter the
: t (appearin equation
last failure is Tno*+W1-T1
(l)). W1 is the workload on machine i. As a
result,Pq can be formulated as follows.
Pri=1-

t
I((MTBF,0)dt
t=0

(1)

The reasonthat W and P are selectedas the
criteria in this study is becausethey affect the
time that parts will be spent in the system.
Furthermore,consideringPr as anothercriterion
can boost the system's ability in avoiding the
routeswith high probability of machinefailure.
The relationshipsbetween the athibutes are
shown by weights assignedto athibutes. These
weights are employed to control routing
selection.
Since human can use hiVher
experienceand knowledge in selectinga proper
route, these weights will be extracted directly
from human experts without using complex
mathematics.
To increasethe robustnessof the developed
part routing policy, in this research, routing
decision employs dynamic weights which are
changedas routing conditions are altered. The
key factor used to indicate relative weights of
athibutes is the urgency of the part. The level
of urgency is indicated by part's slack time,
which is defined as follows:
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of athibute can not be compared directly. For
example, human may evaluate W of l0 and 12
with the samescorebecausein human's opinion
the difference betweenthese values is too small
to impact the preferenceof both alternatives.
b) For some attributes,e.g., W, Pr, and S,
their values are only estimated. Thus it is not
neessarily the case that the better value is the
better choice or the lessurgent part.
c) Human has ambiguity in assigning
attributesweights, i.e., at one level of urgency, it
is more reasonableand appealing for human to
assign the importance of one attribute over the
other in a range rather than given a precise
value.
Thus human's knowledge and experiencecan
be extractedmore practically by being presented
in linguistic form (Fuzzy set). Fuzzy Analyical
Hierarchy Process (FuzzyAHP) is the method
which combinesthe fuzzy scaling to AHP. By
meansof FuzzyAllP, the values of the attributes
are transformed to fuzzy values before being
aggregated according to the fu24 weights. The
obtained selection indices are in fu2ry forms.
The fuzzy selection indices are then ranked by
meansof Adamo [4].
Figure I shows the proposed structure of
Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process Part
Routing in FMS based on tle aforementioned
arguments.

Slack time=Due date-Tno*- processing
time of the remaining (2)
operations
where Tno* = the moment that the decision is
taken.
When slack time is a large positive number
(early), Pr will become the significant attribute
since the part routing policy will operate to
prevent system congestion due to lots of parts
being sent to failed machines.In this case,part
routing policy will try not only to reduce
workload of machinesbut also avoid the routes
with high tendency of machine failure by
assigning the machine with higher Pr a higher
score. On the other hand, when slack time is a
small positive or negative number, the
significant attribute will switch to W. In this
case, the machine with low W is assigned a
higher scoresince this will expeditethe part and
reducethe part's tardiness.
As mentionedearlier, the selection index for
each alternative is calculated from the score of
each attribute and the attribute's weight. Both
are extracted from the experience and
knowledge of humans. However, the human's
experience and knowledge cannot be easily
presentedin a preciseform since:
a) Human evaluatesthe attribute with the
notion of how the value of the attribute affects
the preferenceof the altemative.Thus the values

.lm.tivct

Sclccllonlndqevaluallon
Atribu&t'e@r

Figure I The structure of FuzzyAlIP part routing in FMS

The structure is composed of 4 main
components:

a) Flexible Manufacturing System As
the job is prepared for the next operation, the
system searchesfor and sends the attributes of
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alternative machines (W, Pr, and P) and athibute
of the job (S: Slack time) to the succeeding
component.
b) Database The database is constructed
to maintain the salient characteristics of the
system. Also included in the databaseare the
membership function of attibutes and attributes'
weight.
c) Selection Index Eviluation There are
4 proceduresto evaluate selection index of the
alternatives: Fuzzification, Average attributes'
weight calculation,Normalization, and Selection
index calculation.
d) Alternative Machine Selection The
selection index (Fuzzy values) is transformed
into a preferencevalue. The alternativemachine
with highest preference value is selected. The
selected alternative is sent to the Flexible
Manufacturing Systemfor activating actions.
The following sections(sections3, 4, and 5)
demonstrate the detailed construction of
Database,Evaluation of Selection Index, and
Alternative Machine Selection components,
respectively.
3. Database
As can be seen in Figure l, Database
provides the supportingdata for SelectionIndex
Evaluation component. Databasekeeps crucial
information relatedto the characteristicsof parts
and the system, i.e., membership functions of
attributes and attributes' weights. Both are
created from
human's experience and
knowledge to befit the individiral system. The
approachto createboth parts ofDatabase can be
explainedas follows:
3.1 Membership Functions
The method of membershipassignmentused
in this'researchis Inductive Reasoning. It is
necessarythat FuzzyAHP has to transform the
attributes' values to correspondingscorevalues.
Thus the additional procedure, standardized
athibutes' range,hasto be included.
Stan dardized Attrib utes' Rang e
By meansof FuzzyAHP, the expertsusetheir
experience and knowledge to score the
alternatives according to the attribute. It is
convenient for human to score the alternatives
by comparing each attribute with the maximum
and minimum values. The possible maximum
and minimum values for each attribute are not

difficult to estimate,e.g., the possiblemaximum
value of W is approximatelythe amount of jobs
circulating in the system multiplied by the
averag€ operation time. Unfortunately, the
possible maximum and minimum values are
usually extraordinary thus they are impractical
criteria for comparing. For this reason, the
values which indicate the specified range of the
attributescovering most attribute's values of the
interested systeq
must be
identified.
Furthermore, the specified range can reduce the
difference between normal and extraordinary
attribute's values.
The distribution of attribute's values can be
defined by simulation. By plotting the
histogram, the range covering 95%o of the
simulated attribute's values can be defined.
Figures 2 to 5 show the distributions of
attributesand their specifiedranges.
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Figure 5 Distribution of S with specifiedran$e
of[-900,825]
The obtained range is standardizedto the
scaleof0 to 100 for all athibutesand attribute's
values are then changedto correspondingscore
by a linear function. The higher scoremeansthe
more desirable attribute. For example, the
alternative with high P is undesirable,resulting
in receiving low score.
The most and the least desirablevalues of the
specified range are given scores of 100 and 0,
respectively.As can be seen in Figure 2, higher
value of W meanslower score,thus W value of
80 receivesthe worst score(Sc(80)= 0). On the
other hand,W's value of 0 meansthe bestscore
(Sc(0): 100).The valueofW which arehigher
than 80 are truncated to the score of 100. The
linear function for transforming W's value to a
scoreis thus:

r 0,w>80

: | 1-t .ZS*W)
+ 100,
0<W<80(3)
Sc(W)
L too.w=o
By the ,u-. procedures,the linear
functions that are used to transform other
attributes
to scoresare:
; 0, Pr:0
Sc(Pr): fl1.17*Pr).0<Pr<0.855 (4)
r- 100.Pr>0.855
l- 0, P>3s
(5)
+ 100,0<P<35
Sc(P): l-(-r.25+P)
L 100.P:0
l- 0, s<-900
(6)
sc(s):l- (0.058*s)+52.174.-900<s<825
- 100,s>825
Membership ValueAssignment
To transforma precisescoreto a linguistic
value (fuzzy score),the membershipfunction
mustbe assigned.Themembership
assignment
method used in this study is Inductive
Reasoningt5l. The method employs the
relationshipbetweeninput and outputdataand
the conceptof Least Entropy to classifuthe
range of data in each fuzzy set. Since the
methoddependson the datacollectedfrom the
80

system, this method is suitable for dataabundant,stableand complex systems.
The procedures for assigning membership
function by Inductive Reasoning can be
explainedas follows:
(a) Collect the data of the attributes
The range from which data is collected must be
wide enough and stable so that the obtained
membership function can be used in all
situations happening in the system. In this
research, the athibutes W, Pr, and P of all
altematives and athibute S of the job are
collected while the jobs are routed. The
athibutes are collected randomly by simulation
from the stable range. BecauseRANDOM part
routing rule (i.e., a part selectsa machine to
perform its required operation randomly) yields
the most fluctuated data, it is applied to the
systemin data collection procedure. As a result,
a wide rangeof attributesis obtained.
(b) Define the type of data The data is
classified into two types: type I and type 2.
There is no existing definite rule to classifu
these types of data. However, the separation
should show the objectiveof changinginput to
output data. In this research, the objective of
membershipassignmentto attributesW, Pr, and
P is to compare the values of athibutes by
human's opinion. Thus the input data is the
attributes' values of all altematives, the output
data is the best attribute's value and the other
values (not the best one). The best value is
defined as type I and the other values are
defined as type 2. Suppose that the data is
collectedfor 3 jobs beingroutedas Table l.
able I The data collectedfor
Job
Jobl

lobz

JobS

Alremauve
I

ArIemaIrv€

2

Jc(wr=JU
Sc(Pr)=20
Sc(P):50
Jc(w r:6)
Sc(Pr):75
Sc(P)=48
sc(w)-r4 Jc(wr: /u
Sc(P4=23 Sc(Pr):56
Sc(P)=22 Sc(P)=24
JC(Wr=zu
Sc(Pr):?5
Sc(P)=63
Jc(wr=)u
Sc(Pr):20
Sc(P)=50

Allemauve

AttemaUvE

3

Jc(wr=vu
Sc(Pr)=85
Sc(P):52
Jc(wr=6)
Sc(Pr)=80
Sc(P)=25

JC(wr=JU
Sc(Pr)=79
Sc(P)=20

From Table I, Job I has 2 alternatives. Sc
(W) of altematives 1 and 2 are 20 and 50,
respectively. The alternative with highest Sc
(W) is the most preferable,thus Sc(W) of 50 is
set as type I and Sc(W) of 20 is set as type 2.
The classificationof data in Table I are depicted
in Fieures6 to 8.
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From Table 2, Job I has slack time of 30
whichis morethan2 timesof operationtime left
(10*2=20).Thus,Score(S)of 53.91for the first
datais setastype l. Figure9 showsthetypesof
Score(S)
of theexamplelistedin Table2.

o

o

0

a

o

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
sc(w)
f.rri-iuryt"zl
Figure 6 The classification of Sc(W)
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sc(Pr)
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"trq

0

a

0

l0

20

S(x): p(x)So(x)+ q(x)So(x)
So(x): -[p1(x)lnpr(x) + p2(x)lnpdx)]
So(*): -[q1(x)lnqr(x) + q2(x)lnq2(x)]

o

o

o a
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a
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sc(p)
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100

For attribute S of the jobs, the objective of
membershipassignmentis to define the urgency
ofjobs in human'sopinion.Thejob which has S
more than X times of the operation time left is
classifiedas type l. From pilot simulations,X is
set equal to 2. Supposethat 3 jobs in previous
examplehave urgency data as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 U
slacl( I lme

2

30
30
- 100

p(x) = [n1(x)+l]/[n(x)+l]
q(x) = [N(x)+l]/[N(x)+l]
p(x) = n(x)/n
q(x) = l-p(x)

(10)
(ll)

(r2)
( 13 )

n(x) is the number of data of type k in
x1*x]
range.
[x1,
n(x) is the number of all data in [x1,
xr*x] range.
N(x) is the number of data of type k in
[xr+x, xz] range.
N(x) is the numberof all datain [x1+x,xr]
range.
n is the numberof datain [x1,x2]range.

ency ()fJobs
Operatlon
Score(S)*
Time Left

l0
50
t0

(7)
(8)
(9)

pr(x) and qr(x) are the conditional
probability that data of type k are in the range of
[x1,x1+;.]and [x1*x, x2],respectively.
p(x) and q(x) are the probability that data
are in the range of [x1, x1+x] and [x1*x, x2],
respectively.

f:Tr", "r*t
Figure 8 The classificationof Sc(P)

Job

100

oType2

(c) Define the range of fizzy set by
Least Entropy The concept of Least Entropy is
applied to separatethe data to the appropriate
fuzzy set. First, the data is separated into 2
areas, p and q by x (Figure 10). The entropy
yielded from the separationof data at x in the
rangeof [x1,x2],
S(x) [6] is:

Figure 7 The classificationof Sc(Pr)

o 0

90

Figure 9 The classificationof Sc(S)

a

lfry'

80
.Typcl

53.91
53.91

46.38

*Equation(6)
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o
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As mentioned previously, humans use
experience and knowledge to define the
importanceof each attribute. The importanceof
attributes is prioritized from the job's urgency.
Thus, the attributes' weight for eachrange of Sc
(S) must be defined. The Sc(S) is separatedinto
several ranges(fuzzy sets); for this reason,the
attributes' weights are establishedfor eachfuzzy
set of Sc(S). To find the attributes' weight, the
pairwise comparisonis exercised.Since humans
are ambiguouswhen making a comparison,the
importance of one attribute over another is
representedin fuzzied Saaty's scale [7].

a

sot60
Sc(\rv)

7o

0

t0

90
tii"-l
fJYP"t

Figure l0 Two areasobtainedby the first
separation
The x's value which yields the least entropy
is the primary threshold(PRI). The data in p and
q areasare separatedin the samemannerfor the
second separation. The secondary thresholds,
SECI and SEC2, are the points which the least
entropy are yielded in the range [x1,x] and
[x,x2], respectively.Similar conceptis appliedto
the tertiary thresholds,i.e., TERI, TER2, TER3,
and TER4. Figure I I shows the fuzzy sets
obtained from the first, second, and third
separations.
The membershipfunctions of Sc(W), Sc(Pr),
and Sc(S) are demonstratedin Figures 13 and
14.

i=1..3
(antazzu,azzt)
(art,ar:u,aue)

(azrr,Azrv,arrr)
(ar rr,at ru,arrr)

(a1;1is the fuzzy number that stands for the comparison of
ti" lh to the1* elements on the k side (where k:left (L),
middle (M), or right (R))

All of the pairwise comparisonvalues can be
summarizedin a comparisonmatrix, (Figure 12)
attributes' weight can be extractedaccording to
the following equations.

i

o

d

H

qj"l t'n)

id

n
n n
wtru={[fl q,"]""]/{I
j=l
H j=l
n
n n
wtrn:{[II a,*]t'"]l{I I

..

t n qjrrt] "n)

a) First separation

(lrrr,arru,artr)

*(aijl, 4I,,r,ai;$ = l(ai;n' aiir,,r,
ai.;l)
Figure 12 Comparisonmatrix

n
n n
wtir-={[g *'11""111
I I II

e

(olr,trlu,aun)

n

(14)
(15)
(16)

ai.;r.)t/n)

i=l Fl

H

Table 3 presents the example of
attributes' weight associatedwith fuzzy set of Sc

(s).
b) Secondseparation

Table 3 Attribut€s' weight*
Error!Nota validlink.

'=^
e.9,

*SeeFigure l4

€o rE o

4. Evaluation of Selection Index
There are 4 procedures to evaluate the
selectionindex of the altemdtives:
(a) Fuzzification The values of attributes
acquiredfrom a Flexible Manufacturing System
are transformed to crisp scores and then finzy
scores.The supportingdata used in fuzzification

TERI SECI TER2PRI TER3SEC2
c) Third separation
Figure 11 The separations ofdata

3.2AverageAttributes' Weight
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are membership functions selected from
database.
Figure l3 showsthe membershipfunction
of Sc(W) and Sc(Pr). It can be seen that one
crisp scorecan be a member of one or frio fuzzy
set(s). Thus, average fuzzy score is averaged
from the fuzzy sets with which attributes' crisp
score is associated.The averageis weighted by
the membershipsof the associatedfuzzy sets.

(c) Average Weight Calculation The
attributes' weights (Wt"*iuu,"L, \Mtattributeu,
Wt"1x.iuu,.n)
depend on the urgency of the job
representedby S. By being coordinated with
attributes' weights from database,the average
attributes' weights can be calculated.
Figure 14 showsthe membershipfunction
of Sc(S).As the membershipfunction of Sc(W)
and Sc(Pr), it can be seenthat one Sc(S) can be
the member of one or two fuzzy sets(s).Each
fuzzy set of Sc(S) represents one group of
attribute's weights. Thus average attribute's
weight is averagedfrom the groups of atfribute's
weights with which Sc(S) is associated.

82 !r.rel.?Jloo

e

9a

Figure 14 Membershipfunction of Sc(S)

Figure 13 Membershipfunctions
of Sc(W) and Sc(Pr)
For attribute P in this research. the
differenceamong the altemative machinesis not
adequateto define fuzzy sets;nevertheless,nonfuzzy scorescan be defined in the form of, for
example,(3,3,3),(6,6,6),etc. [8]
(b) Normalization The normalizedscores
of alternativei associatedwith the attributes(Sc
(Attributei\) are calculatedby:

n
Sc(Attribute,)N,L:Sc(AttributervI

il

Scl,tttribute,;*

(r7)

S"(,1*iUut".),

(18)

Slr.r=(Sc(Wrh,rrWtw!) + (Sc(Pri)N,LrWtftL)
+ (Sc(Prh.LtWtpr)
Slrv = (Sc(Wrh.vrWtw.M) + (Sc(Pri)N.vrWtr.u)
+ (Sc(P;\.yrWdy)
SI;,x = (Sc(Ws\.1rWtw'd + (Sc(prih,rrWtnr)
+ (Sc(P1\.aiWtp.x)

n

Sc(Attributer)N.
M=Sc(Attributel)ey'
I

il
n
Sc(Aftributel\
"=gc(etrributer)n/
.I Sc(Anributer)L
H
where n is the number of the altematives.

(d) Selection Index (SI) Calculation The
selection index is calculated by means of
FuzzyAHP. The input data for this procedureare
normalized fuzzy scores of attributes and the
average attributes' weights which are obtained
from the previous procedures. Selection index
of alternative i is a fuzzy value which can be
calculatedas follows:

(20)

(2r)
(22)

Table 4 showsthe numerical example.

( I 9)
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Table 4 Numerical ExamPle
Altemative#l
S

Wr

Pri

Crisp value
Sc(S)(Equation(6))
FuzzySetl:pr
weightslrr
Associated
FuzzySet2:pr
AssociatedWeights2"
Averpe Weisht
unsp vaJue
Sc(w) (Equation(3))
FuzzySetl:Fr**
FuzzySet2:ptt+
Averagefuzzy Sc(W)
ISc(w)
Sc(W)N
Crisp value
Sc(Pr)(Equation(4))
FuzzySetl:prri
FuzzySet2:p+'*
Averagefuzzy Sc(Pri)
ISc(Pr)
Sc(Pr,).

Pi

Cnsp Value
Sc(P1)rrr*
Fuzzy Sc(P)

ISclr';
Sc(P,)"
selectlon lnoex (b,quauon

I Altemarrvel4 -____l

| Altemativefl4

T'itematiw#3

;;;,
(66,69,
I 00):0.888
320'0'591)
Wt?F(O'190,0
Wtk{O.313,0.558,0'919)
122,0.205)
Wtw<0.080,0.
(69,100,100):0.1
l2
wtp=(0223'O'342'0'586)
wtw:(0.058,0.081,0.I l9) Wtn{o.346,0.577,0.890)
WIF(O.1937'0'3225'0'5904)
WtR=(0.3167,0.5601,0.9158)
wt*:ro.ozis,o.t i 74,0.1954)

zv
75
(50,68,82):0.s
(68,82,
I 00):0.s
(59.75,91)

IU

37.5
87.5
(0,29,50):0.59s
(68,82,I 00):0.694
(82,100,100):0.306 ((29,50,68):0.40s
.29)
(1r.7s,37.st,57
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fuzzy numberB is more preferablethan fuzq
numberA.

5. Alternative Machines Selection
The selectionindices are fuzzy numbers.The
methods used to rank fuzzy numbers are
demonstratedby Adamo[4], Dubois and Prade
[9] and Bortolan and Degani[l0]. In this study,
the method of [4] is employed. The stepscan be
outlined as follows.
First, the element of each fuzzy number
within the medium value and the right spread
range correspondingto the membershipof c is
defined as an cc-preferenceindex (F.). Second,
the fuzq number with the maximum €preferenceindex is the most preferable.
If one fuzzy set dominates the othe(s)
(Figure l5a), its ranking can be distinguished.
On the other hand, in case of non-domination,
its ranking is the same as the other(s) (Figure
l5b). From Figure l5a, c is 0.9 and Foq(A)=
0.3, Foe(B)= 0.6. Fos(B) is significantlylarger
than Fo.s(A). Thus, it can be concluded that

A

0.3

0.6

I0
Scldln I'dd

B

0.at 05

Io
Scbh

k

b)Non-domination
a)Domination
Figure 15 0.9-PreferenceIndex
The altemative machine selection of the
example shown in Table 4 is displayed in Table
5. From Table 5, alternative machine#l is
selected.
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Table 5 The alternativemachinesselection

Alternative#2
Alternative#3
Alternative#4

0 . 11 8 2
0.2712

6. Improvement
of FuzryAHP
Part
Routing Rule
This section points out the drawbacks of
FuzzyAHP Part Routing Rule and proposesthe
algorithm to improve its efficiency.
Although FuzzyAHP is expectedto perform
well, the performancesof FuzzyAHP, basedon
preliminary investigations,are rather inefficient
and sensitive comparedwith other conventional
part routing rules, e.g. NINQ.
It can be
explained that the fuzzy algorithm used in
FuzzyAHP occasionally creates an improper
selection index which leads to inefficient
decision.The improperselectionindex is caused
by:
(a) The missing algorithm to define the
time left before the currently failed machine
will be repaired The attributes studied in this
research give no difference among failed
machines.In fact, the machine with shortertime
after failure has higher probability to spend
longer time until the repair will be completed.
Since all out-of-order machines are assigned
with equalPr (Pr:0), the machinewhich hasjust
failed may be chosen.
The simplest algorithm to alleviate this
shortcoming is to eliminate failed machines
from the list of the alternatives.The FuzzyAHp
part routing rule exercisingthis algorithm will
be named FuzzyAHP-NF (FuzzyAHP with no
failing altematives).
(b) The fuzziness of fussy sets In some
cases,one attribute dominatesothers. However,
it is not necessary that the alternative with
highest score of dominant attribute is always
selected. This can be explained that
transforming a crisp value to a fuzzy value can
create fuzzinesswhich reducesthe domination.
Despite the fact that all athibutes encounter
fuzziness randomly, the system performances
are considerablyviolated in the caseofattribute

w.

To limit the fuzziness within the
acceptable range, routing decision should be
WINQ (select machine with smallest W),
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providing that there exists the alternative with
extraordinarily high Sc(W).
By this reason, the algorithm equipped
with the alternaterouting decision (WINQ and
FuzzyAHP) and the toggle criterion, namely
FuzzyAHP-WINQ, is thus established.
When FuzzyAHP-WINQ is implemented,
the currently failed machines are eliminated.
The remaining alternativesare then added to the
secondlist and ranked according to Sc(W). The
alternative with maximum Sc(W) is in the first
order and so forth. The altemative in the first
order is added to the third list. The Sc(W)
difference between first order's and others' are
all compared with the toggle criterion. The
alternative whose Sc(W) difference is less than
the toggle criterion is added to the third list.
Finally, if there exists two or more alternatives
in the third list, the routing decision is
FuzzyAHP considering only the alternatives in
the third list. Otherwise,the routing decisionis
FuzzyAHP considering the alternatives in the
secondlist (the alternativein the first rank of the
third list is selected).
7. Experimental Design
In this study,the FuzzyAHP-based
rules,e.g.
FuzzyAHP, FuzzyAHP-NF, and FuzzyAHPWINQ are compared with other existing
conventionalrules as follows:
o Work in Next Queue (WINQ): Select the
machinewith smallestworkload on machine
buffer.
o Number in Next Queue (NINQ): Select the
machine with smallest number of parts in
machinebuffer.
o ShortestProcessingTime (SPT): Selectthe
machinewith smallestprocessingtime.
o Random (RAN): Select the machine
randomly.
All part routing rules are testedvia computer
simulation under various system configurations
and workloads in system [l l]. Other key
parametersare listed in Table 6.
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NINQ performs best but not significantly
different compared to FuzzyAHP-WINQ and
WINQ. More details can be found in Chutima
and Suwanruji[11].

Table 6
Numberof parttYPe
Arrival process

Infinity
Set the number ot Part
circulating in the sYstem
associated with system
workload'level
Due dateassignment TWK with 30% tardyjob
macnme:
Itrmary
Processingtime
dishibute
Exponentially
with the mean of l0
Others: Uniformly deviate
from primary machine's
betweenl-15% range.
Sequenceindependent and
Setup time
included in processingtime
2 AGVs with the speed ot
Transporter
47mlmin
Machlne breakdown Approximately30%
rate

9. Conclusions
In this study, FuzzyAHP is applied to
develop part routing rules due to its ability to
extract human experience and knowledge'
FuzzyAHP imitatesnot only human's processof
scoring the alternative machines according to
the attributesbut also human's opinion about the
importanceof individual attributes in individual
situations.
The structure of the FuzzyAHP-based
rules is composed of Flexible Manufacturing
System, Database, Evaluation of Selection
Index, and Alternative Machine Selection
components.
The attributes addressedin this research
are: workload on machine buffer, processing
time, and the probability the part being routed to
the alternative can be processed before the
alternative fails. These athibutes of all
alternatives are examined by the Flexible
Manufacturing component when the routing
decisiontakesplace.The valuesofthe athibutes
are the inputs of Selection Index Evaluation
component which calculates the selection
Database
corporation with
indices by
component.
Finally the selection indices from the
previous component are compared at the
Altemative Machine Selectioncomponentand
the selectedalternative is sent back to Flexible
manufacturingSystemfor activating actions.
Nevertheless, FuzzyAHP has some
drawbacks since its fuzzy nature may create
improper decisions. To improve these
drawbacks, FuzzyAHP is extended with more
a result,
sophisticated algorithms. As
eliminates failing
FuzzyAHP-NF which
alternatives from the list of alternatives and
FuzzyAHP-WINQ which combines FuzzyAHPNF and WINQ are generated.
From Duncan's multiple range test,
FuzzyAHP-WINQ has tardiness and system
utilization significantly better than the other
rules. For the rest of the measures of
performs
performance, FuzzyAHP-WINQ
well.
satisfactorily

Five system performancesbasedon time,
due date,and cost are measuredas follows:
o Time-basedmeasure:Mean flow time.
r Due date related measures:Mean tardiness,
Proportion of tardy jobs (PT) and Mean
lateness.
o Cost-basedmeasure:Systemutilization (high
system utilization means low cost of idle
machines).
8. ExperimentalResults
After the analysis of variance indicates the
significant impact of the factor, Duncan's
multiple range test is applied with 5%
significance level to trace the best part routing
rule for each system performance. The results
are shown in Table 7. It is clear that most of the
part routing rules performs significantly
differently in each performance. For tardiness
and system utilization, FuzzyAHP-WINQ
performs significantly better than other part
routing rules. DespiteFuzzyAHP-WINQ has the
best mean flow time and lateness,they are not
significantly different from NINQ (for flow time
and lateness)and WINQ (for lateness).In fact,
the failure to reject the null hypothesisdoes not
leadto the conclusionthat thereis an equalityin
the means.It is possiblethat thereis not enough
difference between the means for the given
sample size. For the proportion of tardy jobs,
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TableT Duncan's multiple rangeanalysisfor various performances
inq rules.

AHP-WINQ
FuzzyAHP-NF
FuzzyAHP
wrNQ
NTNQ
SPT
RAN
(Note: a, b, c, d,

258.06c
388.58d
229.s0b
224.18a,b
392.38d
408.02e
e represent

-2.17b
129.76c
-3t.07a
-33.67a
134.26c
t5t.24d

70.46b
162.56c
69.48b
6r.52b
196.93d
209.I 8e
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